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No stock exchange, securities commission or

other regulatory authority has approved or

disapproved the information contained in this

presentation. This presentation includes

certain forward-looking statements. All

statements other than statements of historical

fact, included in this presentation, including

without limitation statements regarding

potential mineralization exploration results,

and future plans and objectives of Four Nines

Gold Corp. are forward-looking statements

that involve various risks and uncertainties.

There can be no assurance that forward-

looking statements will prove to be accurate,

and actual results and future events could

differ materially from those anticipated in such

statements. Important factors that could

cause actual results to differ materially from

Four Nines. Expectations include, among

others, the actual results of current

exploration activities, uncertainties relating to

the interpretation of drill results, other

exploration data and the geology, grade and

continuity of mineral deposits, and changes in

projects parameters as plans continue to be

refined as well as future commodity prices.

Although Four Nines has attempted to identify

important factors that could cause actual

results to differ materially, there may be other

factors that cause results not to be as

anticipated, estimated or intended. There can

be no assurance that such statements will

prove to be accurate as actual results and

future events could differ materially from

those anticipated in such statements.

The Qualified Person for this presentation for

the purposes of National Instrument 43-101 is

the Company’s Exploration Manager, John

Smith. He has read and approved the scientific

and technical information that forms the basis

for the disclosure contained in this corporate

presentation.

DISCLAIMER
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MANAGEMENT & DIRECTORS
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Charles Ross
CEO & DIRECTOR
Mr. Ross has more than 30 years of experience in the international resource sector, much of which 

is focused on senior projects and financial management. He has served as a director, president, 

and chief financial officer of numerous public resource companies and has extensive experience 

in corporate finance and public company administration.

David Flint
VP EXPLORATION & DIRECTOR
Mr. Flint has over 35 years of experience as a geologist. Most recently, he was the VP of 

Exploration for Allied Nevada Gold. At Allied Nevada, he directed exploration programs that 

resulted in an increase to the Hycroft Mine published reserves by 10 million ounces of gold and 

450 million ounces of silver.

Geoff Balderson
CFO & DIRECTOR
Mr. Balderson has an extensive background in business and has worked in the capital markets for 

over 20 years. Mr. Balderson is the President of Harmony Corporate Services Ltd., a Vancouver-

based company that provides administrative services to publicly listed companies. Prior to this, he 

was an Investment Advisor with two Canadian investment dealers.

Jim Mustard
DIRECTOR
Mr. Mustard has worked for Barrick Gold, Eldorado Gold, Cyprus Anvil Mining Crop, Amax Mining, 

Amax of Canada, and Canada Tungsten Mining at both underground and open-pit mining 

operations with responsibility for mine engineering, mine planning, regulatory compliance, and 

exploration assessment. For the past 15 years, he worked in the capital market sector.

Joseph Yelder
DIRECTOR
Mr. Yelder received an MBA from the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton Business School with a 

major in Finance and Marketing. He spent over 40 years in multidisciplined leadership positions, 

which contributed to business and profit growth by utilizing astute managerial and financial 

acumens and the ability to identify opportunities.

Win Rowe
DIRECTOR
Mr. Rowe has worked at management levels of the mining and exploration industries for more 

than 47 years. Mr. Rowe initiated, managed, and created new breakthroughs in a large land 

position in northern Nevada gold trends at the intersection of Carlin Trend, Getchell Trend, 

Northern Nevada Rift, and Lone Tree gold trends.



TECHNICAL ADVISORS
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Dr. Tom Henricksen 
B.SC, PH.D

Mr. Henricksen served as a senior geologist 

and regional manager for Rio Tinto companies 

in the 1980’s and 1990’s, leading US Borax to 

the discovery of the 200+ M oz. stratiform 

Rock Lake Cu-Ag deposit in Montana. 

Following an international field discovery in 

Turkey, Henricksen was awarded the 2018 

Colin Spence Award by the AME of British 

Columbia for his involvement in international 

discoveries   He holds a BSc in Geology from 

University of Wisconsin, and a PhD in 

Economic Geology from Oregon State 

University.

Dr. Adrian King 
B.SC, PH.D

Adrian King joined Teck Resources Limited as 

a summer student more than thirty-five years 

ago. His global experience in exploration and 

exploration management includes extended 

periods based in London, Brussels, Santiago, 

Spokane and Vancouver where he now 

resides. Mr. King led  several discovery teams 

including Black Angel Plateau, Greenland; 

Aktigiruq, Red Dog; Cerattepe, Agi Dagi, 

Kirazli, Halilaga, Demir and TV Tower in Turkey. 

Adrian holds a BSc and PhD from the Royal 

School of Mines, Imperial College, London, UK.

Art Freeze

Art Freeze has an impressive 48 years of 

experience in Mineral Exploration & Project 

Management. Until 2007, he served as the 

Primary Consulting Geologist for Goldcorp 

Inc., Chief Geologist of Wheaton River and has 

held Consulting, Management & Supervisory 

positions with international mining companies 

such as Cominco Ltd., Pasminco Exploration, 

Echo Bay Mines and Pan American Silver Corp. 

He is a member of the Association of 

Professional Engineers & Geoscientists of 

British Columbia (APEGBC).



CAPITALIZATION
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15,537,763
SHARES OUTSTANDING

10,135,933
WARRANTS

1,495,000
OPTIONS

EXPIRY AMOUNT PRICE

2023-04-28 1,230,933 $0.70

2023-11-08 4,950,000 $0.10

2025-03-01 2,100,000 $0.10

2025-08-21 1,855,000 $0.10

WARRANTS OPTIONS
EXPIRY AMOUNT PRICE

2024-11-25 605,000 $0.59

2024-12-02 30,000 $0.59

2025-09-21 760,000 $0.25
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EXPLORE, GROW, DEVELOP
Stable Jurisdiction, 5th Largest Economy in 

the World

Past Producer, Quality Project, Non-

compliant resource

Experienced team with a great track record

“Bonanza grade” mineralization 

Favorable alteration and host rocks 

Previous exploration directed towards near 

surface disseminated mineralization

Our goal is to revive a past 

gold and silver producer 

and unlock superior value 

for all stakeholders



HAYDEN HILL
GOLD-SILVER PROJECT



CALIFORNIA
Stable mining jurisdiction

Fourth largest mineral producing state

Rich history of mining

Over 730 mines in operation in California

HAYDEN HILL
Past Producing Gold Mine 

Located in Northern California

Acquired from Kinross* 

Easy, year-round access

Nearest town, Susanville pop. – 15,064
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*See slide 28 for acquisition terms



PROPERTY HISTORY
HAYDEN HILL



THE BEGINNING
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Discovery of the deposit is credited to a party of travelers in 1870. High-grade gold was found 

in a spring on the south side of Hayden Hill. High-grade production, along veins, from multiple 

underground mines.

The modern era of mining at Hayden Hill commenced in the mid-1970s with exploration 

programs by Fischer-Watt Mining Company among others. A series of joint ventures with 

Lacana Mining Corporation and Peco Resources Ltd. for exploration and development, 

including drilling, followed in the 1980s. 

In 1988 and 1989, Amax Gold, Inc. in partnership with U.S. Gold Corporation (formerly Silver 

State Mining Corp.) further explored the deposit, primarily in the area that was to become the 

Lookout Pit. 

Development of the mine started in 1991 by Lassen Gold Mining, Inc., a subsidiary of Amax that 

acquired the interests of U.S. Gold in 1990, and production began in 1992.

The Four Nines team recognizes significant exploration potential in 

the existing gold-silver deposit and significant additional 

opportunity to follow up on high grade drilling intercepts



A PAST PRODUCER
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1989 pre-mining resource 

of 66.6 Mtons containing 

2 M oz Au at a 0.01 opt Au 

COG

1989 pre-mining reserve 

of 45.3 Mtons at 0.032 

opt Au

Project development in 

1991 and production 

commenced 1992

Conventional open pit 

mine (Lookout & 

Providence pits) with mill 

circuit and heap leach

The operation produced 

approximately 483,000 

oz Au & 1.3 million oz Ag

Mining ceased in 1997, 

and heap leach recovery 

in 2000

Property in process of 

being closed

No systematic exploration 

program after mine 

closure.



AMAX GOLD 
PRODUCTION ISSUES
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Drill practice in the mid-1980s below current 

standards:

• Poor drill recovery with down-hole contamination

Drill hole orientation did not account for steeply-

dipping mineralized structures:

• Modeling lacked geologic & structural controls for grade 

estimation

• Structural zones not fully explored to depth & along strike

Didn’t fully recognize the occurrence of free gold:

• Inadequate ore control for mill versus heap leach.

Mine experienced higher than expected dilution.

Inadequate understanding, and modelling, of Ag 

mineralization.

Mined during a period of lower gold prices (sub-

$400/oz)



UNDERSTANDING THE ASSET
HAYDEN HILL



Sequence of sedimentary & volcanic host rocks
cut by system of veins and hydrothermal breccias
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HIGH-LEVEL 
EPITHERMAL DEPOSIT
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ALTERIZATION & MINERALIZATION

• Hayden Hill is a high level, 

epithermal gold-silver system

• Completed initial 2D & 3D 

modeling of historical data

• Three distinct primary mineral 

zones on the project

• Additional mineralized areas 

identified

Higher-grade mineralization occurs within steeply-dipping 

veins & faults

Lower grade mineralization in favourable host rocks

Native, coarse-grained gold & silver

Degree of alteration and gold grades reported to be 

increasing at depth

Previous explorers (and thereby drill execution) did not 

initially recognize the structural setting & coarseness of the 

precious metals
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Joint Venture between Amax Gold and U.S. Gold

• Large database of historical information (largely 
non-compliant)

• Exploration holes:  327,514.5 feet of exploration 
drilling (dominantly reverse-circulation) in 742 
holes (average length of 441 feet)

• Blastholes:  112,235 production blastholes

PREVIOUS OPERATORS 
DRILLING

LOOKOUT PIT

PROVIDENCE PIT



SELECT HISTORICAL 
DRILL HOLE INTERCEPTS
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Hole Intercept (ft) Au, opt Ag, opt Intercept (ft) Au, opt Ag, opt

AL007 195 0.32 0.4 65 0.82 0.8

AL033 120 0.13 0.8 10 0.83 1.2

AL056 60 0.21 0.5 10 0.93 2.1

AL086 200 0.11 0.5 10 0.44 2.5

AL105 460 0.09 0.52 25 0.46 1.1

AL128 240 0.10 0.9 5 1.49 3.3

AL228 120 0.21 1.6 10 1.30 8.9

AL326 90 0.41 0.5 15 1.16 1.2

AL413 80 0.17 0.6 10 0.81 1.5

AL480 130 0.15 0.4 10 1.39 1.5

AL513 150 0.17 0.5 20 0.66 0.8

H88L-03 55 0.22 0 20 0.42 0.0

Intercept Including



• 0.05 opt leapfrog grade shell

• Blastholes (mined)
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EXPLORATION DRILL HOLES ALSO DISPLAYED
LOOKOUT ZONE
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A GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY

Compiled, analyzed & modelled the historical data 

sets

Conducted multiple field visits

Studied rock textures Interpreted three (3) primary mineral zones + 

additional mineralized occurrences

Defined clear potential for additional mineralization 

at depth and along strike

Incorporated Amax Gold “Lessons Learned” during 

mining

Developed an exploration program with a 

preliminary drill plan

Expanded the claim block

Engaged consultants

THE TEAM HAS:
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EXPLORATION TARGETS

• Vein systems 

developed within N, NE 

& NW trending faults

• Hydrothermal vent 

breccias developed 

along faults & veins

• Structural intersections

LOOKOUT ZONE

EA
ST V

EIN
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LOOKOUT ZONE

THREE DISTINCT PRIMARY 
MINERAL ZONES

PROVIDENCE ZONE

• Providence structure/vein the 

“feeder” to the zone.

• Multiple Bonanza- & higher-grade 

gold-silver exploration drill intercepts

• Dynamic multi-phase hydrothermal 

alteration, textures observed

• Highly attractive opportunity to 

explore to depth, and along trend to 

the North

• A clear target for Bonanza-grade 

mineralization, at depth

• Breccia bodies developed adjacent 

to the structure under-explored

LOOKOUT NORTH-SOUTH ZONE

• Distinct zone of > 0.03 opt Au (over 

vertical extent), that is apparent also 

at a 0.05 opt Au cut-off grade

• Blasthole data indicates position & 

orientation of a “feeder structure”

• Exploration intercepts remain intact 

in the pit walls and beneath the pit 

bottom

• Mineralization open along trend to N 

& S

HIGH-GRADE VEIN ZONE

• Includes the historical high-grade 

mines

• Establishes the potential for 

additional Bonanza-grade 

mineralization

• Higher-grade gold intercepts in 

exploration holes

• Intersects the northerly trends (i.e., 

the Providence trend just south of 

that pit)

OTHER TARGETS: East Vein, Juniper Zone, Lookout NW Structure 



Grade shells at 0.03 opt Gold
Exploration Drill Hole Indicated 
Mineralization beneath the Pit Bottom

LOOKOUT PIT – LOOKING NORTH
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LOOKOUT PIT – PLAN VIEW
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EXPLORATION DRILL STRATEGY
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UNLOCKING OPPORTUNITY

Catalysts to 
Drive Value

Hayden is a high-quality exploration property with at least 3 primary mineral zones.  

Other known sites of mineralization are also present. Historical data sets have been 

compiled, analyzed & modelled and drill-indicated mineralization is open along strike 

and to depth. Substantial opportunity exists for definition of the following styles of 

gold mineralization:

• Definable zones of “Bonanza-grade” mineralization (> 0.3 opt) in veins (at 

depth) and multi-phase breccias.

• Continuous zones of higher grade (> 0.1 opt) in veins, stockworks and structural 

intersections.

• Significant potential tonnage of + 0.03 opt:  upper-levels of stockworks & 

breccias, smaller-scale structural sites, and regions of pervasive silicification.

Drill targets are defined, and a 2023 program has been planned.
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HIDDEN TREASURE

• Investment by past operators 

• Non-compliant resource

• Definable targets of “Bonanza-grade” 

mineralization (> 0.3 opt) in veins (at depth) 

and multi-phase breccias

• Continuous zones of higher-grade (> 0.1 opt) 

in veins, stockworks and structural 

intersections

• Three distinct mineral trends

• Multiple specific exploration targets exist 

along each mineral trend

Quality Project, Past Producer

Stable Jurisdiction

Technical Expertise, Disciplined Decision Making

Community and Environmental Leadership

Excellent Infrastructure



Corporate Office
1000 - 409 Granville St.

Vancouver, BC, V6C 1T2

+1-604-602-0001

info@fourninesgold.ca

fourninesgold.ca
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